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once the post process is complete, it can be downloaded and installed. you can do this in a few different ways, but if you are using a cam system that has a
"save post processor" function, you will be able to drag the new post processor into the post processor tray and it will appear in the list. after installing

camcomplete, select the post processor you just installed and click "open". after that, you can drag and drop the g-code you created using the camcomplete
cam system to truepath. camcomplete will automatically adjust the g-code so that all of the g-code you've created aligns with the cam system you chose.

camcomplete will also work with any other cam system that has a "save post processor" function. simply drag the post processor you created in camcomplete
into the cam system you wish to use. camcomplete will then automatically adjust the g-code in the cam system so that all the g-code you created aligns with

the cam system you chose. truepath - post processor is still under development. for the moment, the post-processor uses an implementation of the icpm-
standard syntax, which makes it compatible with the european machines. the post-processor can be used independently or in conjunction with the truepath -
g-code (optional) to automatically post-process the tool-path. truepath - post processor is a post-processor of the truepath application, which uses the user
interface of truepath to post-process a tool-path. this post-processor can be used independently or in conjunction with the truepath - g-code (optional) to

automatically post-process the tool-path.
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